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Synthetic mariji
use on the rise
BY CHELSEA LANE

receiving an increasing number of calls
for service related to students who have
used synthetic marijuana, four in the
hile marijuana has long been past month alone.
the most common drug en
“They often are becoming ill and we are
countered on campus by responding to calls for service,” DeHaan
Grand Valley State University said. “I talked to the Ottawa County Fire
police, officers are noticing the Department
emergence and I know last summer they
of a new — and potentially more dangerous also took four of these individuals (to the
— drug: K2.
hospital).”
K2, also known as “Spice,” is a dried
DeHaan said several of the individuals
herbal blend sprayed with analgesic chemi the GVPD interacted with reported a “stupe
cals that create a high similar to marijuana. fying” effect after consuming synthetic mar
K2 is the catch-all term for a number of ijuana. According to the Michigan De
specific brand names, including Genie and partment of Community Health,
Demon. The drug recently came into the na other reported side effects of K2
tional spotlight when actress Demi Moore include heart palpitations, re
was rushed to the hospital after exhibiting spiratory issues, panic attacks,
seizure-like symptoms, allegedly induced hallucinations, vomiting, de
by smoking synthetic marijuana.
lusions, increased agitation
K2 is intended to be used as incense and and dilated pupils.
most packages contain labels stating it is
Eric Klingensmith, direc
not for human consumption. Capt. Brandon tor of the Marijuana & Alcohol
DeHaan, assistant director of the Grand Val
ley Police Department, said his officers are
SEE MARIJUANA, A3
GVL STAFF WRITER
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Legal but dangerous: GVPD have noticed a rise in the use of K2, a synthetic marijuana

sold legally in Michigan as incense.There were four incidents of K2 use last month.

Big History could
mean big changes
—

nr *

GVSU hosts international history organization's office
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
GVL Archive

Thanks to innovations
and advancements in GV
SU’s Big History course,
which covers world history
from the Big Bang all the
way to the future, Grand
Valley State University is
one step closer to world
wide recognition.
Next year, history pro
fessor Craig Benjamin will
be pioneering an*interdis
ciplinary honors course on
“Big History,” in which
many guest professors will
provide insight into differ
ent fields of study.
“It’s the first time Big
History has ever been
taught this way anywhere in
the world,” said Benjamin,
who has taught Big History
at GVSU for nine years and
serves as the treasurer of
the International Big His
tory Association. “Students
will get the Big History
story in a connected narra
tive way from me, but then
we’ll have these leading
specialists talk about cur
rent issues with evolution,
or current thinking about
dark matter and dark ener
gy and students will get that
really specialized intensive
look at that, as well.
“It covers almost all
the disciplines you can
imagine. It connects all the
knowledge that we know
about the history of the
universe, of stars and gal
axies, our planet, life on
earth, hominid ancestors,
human history into a single
fluent connective narrative

Cheek to cheek: GVSU students dance on the floor at last year's President's Ball.

President's Ball tickets still on sale
BY ANDREW JU8TU8
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Tickets are still available for the 26th an
nual of the President’s Ball, For the dance,
1,966 were still available as of press time
Wednesday night, and 309 have been sold
for the dinner.
Ali Zimmer, Student Senate executive
vice president, said this year’s event will
feature a jazz band, orchestra quartet, photo
booths and a candy station. Drinks will be
available for attendees of age.
“Student Senate invites all to attend what
is sure to be a great event for first year stu
dents and upperclassmen alike,” Zimmer
said.
The theme of this year’s President's

asmtontnews® lanihomxtom
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Big future: Professor Craig Benjamin lectures to a history class.
Benjamin will teach the new "Big History" course next fall.

story. All the way from sort
of grassroots levels, the
impacts on students lives,
right through the impact at
sort of global, economic
levels and political levels.”
The new course, alone,
will not attract internation
al attention, but coupling it
with GVSU’s involvement
in the IBHA could.
Of all the well-known
universities and institutes in
the world, the IBHA chose
GVSU’s Brooks College of
Interdisciplinary Studies as
its headquarters last year.
The association has
members from Austra
lia, Egypt, Canada and a
number of other countries
around the world, and

Alum makes MLB Fan Cave finals

members hail from pres
tigious colleges like the
University of CalifomiaBerkeley. However, GVSU
now serves as its home.
“At first we thought,
‘Well, should it be some
where more famous?’ you
know, because we got col
leagues from Berkeley and
California,” Benjamin said.
“But the more we thought
about it and the institution
al support we had here, the
more Grand Valley made
more sense: halfway across
the country, sort of conve
nient, beautiful university
anyway, so in the end we
just had a vote and the vote

BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Many Grand Valley
State University alumni
head off into the workplace
or to graduate school after
crossing the stage at Van
Andel Arena.
Sam Springli, a film and
video major from Hayden,
Idaho, who graduated in
December, took a different
path.
Springli is one of 50
finalists for Major league
Baseball’s ‘Fan Cave,’ a
contest where a half dozen
or so winners will eventu

SEE HISTORY A3

ally be chosen to watch
every baseball game during
the season, interview celeb
rities and players and blog
about their experience.
“It’s a big career op
portunity, seven months of
blogging and video demo
material to put on a resu
me,” Springli said.
To make it to the Fan
Cave in New York City,
Springli must first beat at
least 20 of his fellow final
ists by creating more buzz
and earning more votes
than them. So far Springli
has appeared on the front
page his hometown’s news-

SPRINQLI
paper and called into radio
stations both in Idaho and
Grand Rapids in an effort

SEE MLB, A3

Free Print and Online Classifieds

Buy, Sell and Promote!

Free for students, faculty and staff

m
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Ball, hosted by Grand Valley State Univer
sity President Thomas J. Haas and Student
Senate, is “Wandering in Wonderland.” The
winner of the Laker5 competition will also
be announced at the dance.
Tickets for dinner and tire dance cost $30,
and tickets for only the dance are $ 10. Shut
tles will be available to transport students
between the Kirkhof Center and De\bs
Place. Cocktails will begin at 5:30 pm., and
dinner will follow at 6:30 pm. with doors
clewing at 7:15 pm. Dancing will be from
8:30 pm. to 12:30 am. with doors dosing
at 11 pm.
Students must bring photo IDs for entry.
Tickets can be purchased at the 20/20 Desk

Email to Classifieds# Lanthorn.com
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NEWS BRIEFS
Winter Career Fair planned for Feb. 23
Grand Valley State University's will hold the Winter Ca
reer Fair on Feb. 23, hosted by GVSU's Career Services and
supported by a number of area colleges including Aquinas
College, Baker College, Calvin College, Cornerstone Univer
sity, Davenport University, Ferris State University, Grand
Rapids Compriunity College, Hope College, Kendall College
of Art and Design, Muskegon Community College and West
ern Michigan University.
Almost 150 employers from a variety of disciplines will
be at the fair and more than 1,000 West Michigan students
and alumni expected to attend.
The Winter Career Fair will run from 1 to 5 p.m. at DeVos
Place Convention Center, 303 Monroe Ave. in Grand Rapids.
The event is free to attend and does not require pre-registra
tion, though students should bring their student IDs.
Online employer registration is currently open for new
and returning employers at www.gvsu.edu/careerfairs.

Students opt for tickets
over long walk from lots

Venderbush nominations open until tomorrow
Nominations for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student
Leadership Award are due no later than 5 p.m. tomorrow in
the Dean of Students office at 202 Student Services Build
ing.
The senior selected with receive the award on April 16, at
the Student Awards Ceremony.
Criteria and an online nomination form are available on
line at www.gvsu.edu/dos.

Student Scholars Day deadline is tomorrow
The deadline to apply for Student Scholars Day is Friday.
SSD is an opportunity for students to showcase their facultymentored work that they completed as part of a course or inde
pendently. The event showcases work in the form of many ven
ues, including oral presentations, discussion and panel sessions,
fine arts exhibits, performances, poster presentations and other
mediums. The 17th annual SSD will take place on April 11 and
consist of 400 expositions by 600 over students.

GVL / Andrea Baker

Periling a-plenty?: Although officials say GVSU offers sufficient parking on campus, finding a spot can still be a challenge for students.

GV officials say university offers sufficient parking, frustrated students disagree
BY LIZ GARLICK

vice roadways or sidewalks.
Other tickets were written
for people having improper
ometimes it is hard to permits or none at all.
The money collected
find a good parking
space on Grand Valley from tickets goes into the
general budget for the uni
State University’s Allendale
campus, but officials said versity that offsets major
there are more than enough university costs, DeHaan
parking spaces available, said. The money does not
even if quarters do seem a bit benefit GVPD.
“We would prefer not
cramped on the permit-only
to write any tickets, but we
campus.
Bob Brown, assistant di need to do so that we can
rector of Facilities Planning, have compliance with park
said there are 2,909 total ing on the university cam
spaces available for com pus,” he said. “If students
muters and 3,116 spaces for park appropriately and have
proper pejrrpjj, there is np
residents on campus.
Despite sufficient parking need for us to write tickets.”
Last year*$S,108,276 was
for students, about $188,000
were collected last year in spent on parking permits,
parking violations, Capt. and this year, $3,145,809 has
Brandon DeHaan, assistant been spent, Brown said.
“These monies go into
director of the Grand Val
ley Police Department, said. the university’s general fund
Such infractions included and are allocated to offset
individuals parking in handi university expenses, includ
capped areas, in front of ing those expenses involving
building entrances, in ser parking,” he said.
GVL STAFF WRITER

S

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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DeHaan said GVPD does
not gain revenue from per
mit funds, either.
Although many students
opt to violate parking re
strictions and risk the ticket
to get a close parking space,
DeHaan said there is no
problem
accommodating
all the students who have
permits. He also said there
is adequate parking for stu
dents, visitors, and faculty
and staff.
“We do have parking on
this campus whether it is for
residential students or facul
ty and staff,” he said. “How
ever, I can’t always guaran
tee parking in the front row.
Students may need to walk a
little bit but the walk is not
that difficult.”
Brown said there are cur
rently no plans to expand
parking lots, adding that
there has been a 20 percent
reduction in the number of
parking permits purchased
between the Fall 2007 and

Fall 2011 semesters because
students are choosing not to
bring cars to campus.
DeHaan added that GVSU
is a pedestrian friendly cam
pus, and he said he encour
ages commuter students to
arrive early to the univer
sity so they can have enough
time to make sure there is
appropriate parking so they
can arrive to class on time.
Parking spaces are avail
able across the street near
academic buildings for com
muter students, and even if
they fill up around busy times
such as the noon hour, there
are other parking lots nearby
that will suffice as long as
students are willing to go the
extra mile to get to class on
time, he said, adding that the
walk across campus takes
about 15 to 17 minutes.
For more information on
parking regulations, obtaining
permits or appealing citations,
visit www.gvsu.edu/gvpd.
egar lick @ lanthorn .com
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MARIJUANA

that if a substance is not ille
gal, than it’s not dangerous.
“I think at least from the
Campus Education & Ser couple people I’ve talked to,
vices (MACES), said that it’s more about that it’s syn
while all illicit substances thetic so it’s not ‘real mari
have the potential to induce juana’ and it’s legal so it
bizarre or harmful reactions must be different,” he said.
depending on the user, syn
However, since GVSU is
thetic marijuana carries a an institution that receives
greater risk of side effects federal funding, by law, no
than regular marijuana.
individuals — even those
“Some people can have with medical marijuana
paranoia or other bizarre re cards — are allowed to con
actions to marijuana but it’s sume or possess marijuana
not as expected,” he said. on the campus.
“With K2, it’s much more
“We have some concern
frequent for someone to with individuals consuming
have that.”
these products,” DeHaan
DeHaan said when DPS said. “First off, smoking is
encounters synthetic mari not allowed in any of our
juana, officers confiscate housing units. The use or
the material and send it to possession of marijuana is
the state lab to determine illegal... There’s a lack of
if it contains legal or illegal understanding of the short
materials. While particular term effects and more im
brands of K2 are illegal in portantly the long-term
the state of Michigan, de effects of these chemicals
pending upon which chemi (in synthetic marijuana).
cals are sprayed on the herbs, There’s a quality of life issue
others remain legal and can revolving around students
be purchased in convenience and their families living
stores. Many brands simply in a clean, welcoming and
make slight changes to their relatively safe environment.
chemical formula in order to When students are engaging
get around bans of particu in the consumption of mindlar chemical agents.
altering chemicals, that’s a
“That’s the hard part with problem.”
synthetic drugs is if they
In addition to the growing
make it illegal, by altering it number of calls for service
slightly it becomes a whole regarding K2, overall drug
different substance,” Klin- incidents and arrests have
gensmith said.
increased at GVSU as well.
K2’s relatively easy ac Official police statistics re
cessibility, coupled with the ported 19 incidents and 29
fact that it is untraceable on arrests in 2008; 26 incidents
drug screening tests within and 24 arrests in 2009 and
a few hours after use, have 28 incidents and 56 arrests
contributed to its increasing in 2010. Preliminary sta
popularity as an alternative tistics for 2011 showed 38
to marijuana.
incidents and 63 arrests. De
The MACES program Haan said the “vast major
already addresses the topic ity” of these cases involved
of synthetic marijuana and marijuana.
Klingensmith said some
students have the perception
clone @ lanthorn .com
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continued from A1

MLB
continued from A1

to self promote. As for
the voting, fans have been
watching videos prepared
by the finalists and picking
their favorite with no limit
on votes.
It is a “lot more than sit
ting around waiting for peo
ple to vote for me,” Springli
said.
Springli’s competition has
also been hard at work. Ac
cording to MLB’s website,
some finalists have endorse
ments from high profile play
ers and former players. One
even has a campaign video
with hall of fame outfielder
Tony Gwynn. Springli, for
his part, has a Twitter en
dorsement from current St.
Louis Cardinals shortstop
Rafael Furcal.
“Reaching out to media
here has been tough,” he
said. “I learned that I need
to mention my social media
as much as possible when I
can.
After making calls to var
ious media outlets, including
the Lanthorn, for much of

HISTORY
continued from A1

was ‘Yeah, if Grand Valley’s
willing, let’s make that the
home-base of the Interna
tional Big History Associa
tion.’”
Benjamin said the orga
nization held its first meet
ing at GVSU last January
to establish bylaws and the
articles of association, and
it now retains an office in
Lake Ontario Hall, which
the university supplies at no
cost.
“We want to have this on
our campus,” said Wendy
Wenner, dean of Brooks
College. “It’s prestigious for
Grand Valley. It really gives
us a national presence by
having this worldwide as
sociation for Big History lo
cated on our campus. Grand
Valley wants to be part of
the bigger and international
conversations, and this gives
us the opportunity to be that.
That brings scholars of Big

the week, Springli said he is
getting tired of all the beg
ging for attention.
The unemployed recent
graduate would rather com
pete directly against the other
contenders instead of relying
on the media and voters.
“If I make it to the top 30
it’s all on my shoulders,” he
said.
If he does make it to the
top 30, Springli will head to
spring training try-outs, just
like many prospective major
leaguers. There, the top 30
will compete against each
other doing things similar to
what they can expect in New
York.
Once in New York, the
contest winners will work
in a studio on 4th Street and
Broadway outfitted with all
the equipment they will need
to watch and report on all
things baseball. The winners
wi 11 al so have housi ng courte sy of the league and a stipend.
“This could put me in a di
rection that could change the
rest of my life,” he said.
assistantnews@
lanthorn.com

History to Grand Valley
from around the world.”
Benjamin said he is try
ing to get some well-known
supporters to attend the first
IBHA conference at GVSU
in August, when professors
from around the world will
gather to discuss the innova
tive topic.
Among the benefactors
of the organization is Bill
Gates, who provides funds
both personally and through
a branch of Microsoft and is
working to develop Big His
tory courses in high schools
around the nation.
Members of the associa
tion have also discussed Big
History with other interna
tionally renowned figures
like Al’Gore and Vladimir
Putin.
“We believe we have
something to bring in terms
of the scale of our thinking
to government organizations
and NGO’s that are really
focused on these problems
of the future.” Benjamin

GVL / Bo Anderson

Making progress at sun set:The sun sets over the Mary Idema Pew Library Learning and Information Commons construction site on
GVSU's Allendale Campus. Despite setbacks from flooding over the summer, the construction is still set to be completed in Fall 2013.

said. “If we can equip more
and more students, the lead
ers of the future like you, to
be able to think about these
and to make cross disciplin
ary connections as you face
these very real, very big
problems, then I think Big
History can make a signifi
cant positive impact on the
future in that way too.”
The professor said uni
versity officials have been
supportive of the course,
which many people think is
a “wacky idea.”
“I think it highlights our
emphasis on interdisciplin
ary school and learning be
cause Big History is very
much an interdisciplinary
course,” Wenner said. “It
highlights that for us in a
world view among scholars
from around the world. We
try to have the best possible
programs that we can have,
and this is a new innovative
approach.”
ne ’.v® lanthorn .com
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VALLEY VOTE:

LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:

Do you think it's hard to
a parking spot at GVSU?

EDITORIAL

SEEKING SPACE

Parking at Grand Valley can seem inconvenient, but compared to
parking situations at other universities, it isn't really so bad

Parking at Grand Valley State Uni
versity can be a pain.
We’ve all been there, following
someone down the rows of parking,
praying they are going to their car and
not just to Laker Village so that we can
swoop in and steal their parking spot.
But let’s be honest with ourselves,
GVSU. It’s really not that bad.
The university’s campus in itself is
relatively small, especially when you
look at bigger schools like Michigan
State University or University of Mich
igan for comparison. The longest walk
that most students at GVSU will ever

As far as resident parking goes, at
Michigan State, most students who live
on campus don’t even bother to bring
a car, especially if they’re in a dorm.
Parking spots for freshman there, and
at the similarly massive campus at
Michigan, are few and far between.
More importantly than any com
parison-based argument to consider is
this: although residents and commuters
students at GVSU might not always get
the parking spots they want — even
after following that one kid six rows
down into Lot C — don’t you think it
seems trivial in comparison to every

have to take is closer to the average
distance than most Michigan or Michi
gan State students, and one could argue
that a walk at GVSU is even shorter.
To put it in perspective, using www.
mapmyrun.com, the Lanthorn calcu
lated the distance from the back of
parking Lot C (by the Fieldhouse and
in front of Lubbers Stadium) to Calder
Art Center, and it was a little bit less
than one mile.
If you pull back the destination to
Lake Ontario Hall, it’s only three-quar
ters of a mile — and most of us never
even walk that far.

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

««

other problem facing college-aged
students in the 21st Century?
With an uncertain job market, rising
tuition costs and an upcoming presi
dential election that has been regularly
referred to in the media as a “circus
act” (Google it, we swear), as students,
we have much bigger battles to light
than one simply of convenience.
So the next time you pull through
those GVSU arches and immediately
fly off the handlebars because you had
to park somewhere across from the Stu
dent Services Building, put the parking
in perspective.

COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES

Is there enough parking on
campus?
"No, people have a hard time
finding spots before class in
commuter lots."

*

KALI HENSLEY
Sophomore, exercise science
Farmington Hills, Mich.

"No, it's difficult to find spaces
in the middle of the day to get to
class in time."

*r *

t

ABBIE BLOK
Sophomore, allied health sciences
Grandville, Mich.

"I don't drive on campus, but I will
definitely say there is not enough
parking."

NATHAN HOLTREY
Sophomore, ceative writing
Traverse City, Mich.

"For residents there seems to be
plenty of parking, but not many
places for visitors and commuters
to park."
ASHTON HUZARSKI
Sophomore, advertising and public
relations
Detroit, Mich.

4*

"I think so.There's always room
for me, even though I might have
to walk a moderate distance."

W. * W
SAM ESSENBURG

Life and typography:
how to make a change

Sophomore, psychology
Jenison, Mich.

Hantfjorn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

EDITORIAL PAGE BOARD
SAMANTHA BUTCHER
ANYA ZENTMEYER
HALEY OTMAN
KEVIN HAUSFELD

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Web Managing Editor
Advertising Manager

GVL OPINION POLICY

•»

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identifcaaoa if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns •
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Bonrd of Trustees,
officer*. faculty and staff

This is a test. Test.
Test.
Okay, that was ex
tremely difficult for me.
If you didn’t catch it,
or the formatting in the
newspaper has corrected
my flaw previously, 1 did
not double-space after
each period.
It is something that
has been instinctually
infused within my writerly being since the sixth
grade and I have used it
everywhere — papers,
texts, I’ve even caught
myself doing it while
handwriting.
It has served me well,
giving me that extra
line or so when I need
to stretch a essay, and it
removes confusion if I
end a sentence with an

acronym or Dr. or some
other non-sentence-end
ing period.
When you write a
specific way for over a
decade, it becomes mus
cle memory, but it turns
out that typographers
frown upon double-spac
ing after periods.
And while it as
tounded me that there
are people out there who
study fonts and punc
tuation (and get paid), I
focused more on the fact
that one of my typing
habits was not acceptable
by “the professionals.”
What, are we not .
using apostrophes in con
tractions now, either?!
It’s like that day when
mom and dad said that
Santa is still real, but
he’s just not coming to
this house anymore all
over again.
This is probably
boring to everyone who
already single-spaces (or
for those who think that
grammar and formatting
is for nerds), but it’s a
metaphor for the min

ute obstacles we must
overcome in life. We all
strive to better ourselves
— make resolutions, set
goals, buy car insur
ance — and usually these
aspirations are so big
that the mere thought of
accomplishing them is
daunting.
Can one person really
go from zero days at the
gym to all days at the
gym? Doubtful.
Instead, thinking
smaller helps. Take a
vitamin, do your reading,
and for the love of God,
wash your hands before
leaving the bathroom.
Not to be crass with
that last bit, but really,
people, we’re not 16
years old anymore.
See, 1 know that my
problem seems to be a
single space, no big deal.
However, it represents
that core fundamental be
lief that I feel the need to
change. No one gets hurt
when I strike that space
bar a second time (unless
I’m writing hate mail, in
which case each space

is metaphorically filled
with scathing resent
ment). and I suspect that
I could go throughout the
rest of my life without!
changing this attribute;
and be okay.
But the sense of ac-!
complishment I plan tej
feel, sometime down tlje
road, when I realize th&t
I’ve broken a decade’sworth of a bad habit, will
be immensely gratifying.
Sad? Yes. Pointless?
Perhaps. Single-spacing
will be reminiscent of a
depressed arrow without
a tip.
So while the jury ;
is still out on Oxford
commas (look it up), a;
decision has been made
in terms of spacing after
periods.
It’s one step at a tinte
anyway. Just because !
I move one box out of •
an apartment, it doesn’j
make me a mover, and!
until I start dispensing'
salt out of the top of my
head, 1 won’t consider!
myself a shaker.
cslattery® lanthorn .com
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Last Laker finalist:
'Anything goes' in comedy
Dear Editor,
I recently found out that
the Lanthorn has a “blog”.
So I read on it why rape
jokes are never, ever funny
by the editor-in-chief. I
completely agree that rape
is a very searious and de
viating act that any human
being can do to another
human being. Cancer is
also very devistating, so is
child abuse, and millions of
other things. These subjects
should be supported and
awamess raised for people
to know about them and to
get help for those who need
it. But there is a time and
a place for humor, and that
can be no other place than a
comedy show.
As a comedian 1 have
another stance. Comedy
is art, comedy is subjec
tive, and as a general rule
anything goes. Now when I
say “anything goes” I mean
that people can say what
ever they want but it is not
always funny, or at the right
time, or for the right crowd.
People who frequently at
tend comedy shows know
that the comedians aren’t
doing these jokes out of
hate or malice but trying to
make humor out of some
thing, This is why you can’t
take comedy seariously. If
someone on the street is
openly talking about rape
then that’s one thing, but
when a comedian is doing
it he/she is doing one of
multiple things. One: Try
ing to be funny. Two: The
comedian is talking about
something that happened
to them, or to someone
they know. They have the
right to talk about what
they want and maybe make
a joke about it. The editor

seemed to be very mad
about the very few rape
jokes/pedophile jokes that
were used at last laker.
That’s understand
able. But people need to
understand that someone
is always offended by
something. Her response
just isn’t geared in the right
direction, I respect what she
says but I don’t think she
has gone to enough comedy
shows to know what she
is talking about. If we
aren’t allowed to do jokes
about certain things then
that’s just censorship, and
everyone loves censorship
(sarcasm).
The editor-in-chief said,
“ When it comes to humor.
I’m not one who’s easily
offended. As a general rule,
1 like comedy that’s vulgar,
boundary-pushing and inap
propriate. But rape jokes
are different.” That is a very
hipocritical statement. What
is boundary-pushing for
you is apparently rape jokes
and pedophile jokes. While
other people might find
those jokes amusing. 1 want
to make it clear that come
dians should and do have a
right to make any joke they
want in a stand-up comedy
atmosphere. Outside of that
they are on their own. But
in that comedy atmosphere
people need to check their
egos, and ideas, and just try
to relax and have fun and to
not take things seariously.
Hence the name stand-up
comedy. Tons of women
comedians use material like
that all the time and can be
very vulgar. As I recall the
female comedian that night
used some jokes about
her bowels. Herfrieken
bowels. Why the editor-inchief isn’t offended by that

is weird since that is not
“lady-like” and blah blah
blah.
Comedy is therapy.
Some comedian said that
and I wish I knew who, but
I don’t. But regardless it
works for both the audi
ence and the comedian. The
comedian on stage usually
talks about stuff in their life
and makes fun of it and this
kind of acts as therapy to
them in a way. So to say
that rape is never ever fun
ny is not true. Many people
in the audience that night
were laughing and having
a good time but didn’t take"
the joke very seariously.
If you don’t like the joke
don’t laugh. But don’t try to
say that we should censor
certain jokes because that
is never, ever going to hap
pen. Writing is a process,
and comedy writing is no
different. Usually before
shows comedians say
that people in the crowd
shouldn’t get offended by
what they say and that like
I said before they aren’t
saying things out of hate or
malice. They bring light to
certain things that maybe
we can’t/won’t talk about.
As a general rule, people
need to know that comedy
is not searious. Also, in a
comedic atmosphere, co
medians should be able to
say what they want without
any backlash or censor
ship. They will know what
jokes do and don’t work
and if a majority of people
are offended by a joke the
comedian will know and
(hopefully) never do that
joke again.
Sincerly,

ARIC PIKE
President of the
Stand-Up Comedy Club
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GV PROF FIGHTS TERROISM
BY

LIZ QARUCK

GVL STAFF WRITER

veryone dreams of
being a superhero.
Grand Valley State
University professor Jona
than White made it happen.
White has fought terror
ism, demons and ignorance
all in the latter half of his
life, working as a history,
criminal justice and honors
professor, partner of local
and national crime-fighting
. organizations and preacher.
,
Over his almost 30-year
career at GVSU, White has
, served as the dean of social
sciences, founded the crim
inal justice program and
helped develop the home
land security initiative at
GVSU, of which he is the
. executive director.
Although White, who
describes himself as “curi
ous about a lot of subjects,”
is well-established in many
fields, becoming a profes
sor hasn’t always been his
top goal.
He originally planned
to go into the seminary and
Courtesy Photo / GVSU News snd Info Services
become an army chaplain,
but said he was not mature Superhero: Jonathan White, pictured above, has been at Grand Valley State University for 30
years, working as a history, criminal justice and honors professor during that time.
or worldly enough to be a
White’s many careers
pastor at age 22. He also in 1992 and served as a parish
tended to get a doctorate in pastor around West Michi keep him very busy and
history, but instead received gan. In 2010, he retired often times away from his
“What I don't
,.his doctorate at Michigan from active ministry, but family, with whom he said
plan on doing
.State University in crimi still does occasional wed he is close. Balancing his
nal justice and started out dings and baptisms, and work life with his family
is retiring from
in law enforcement. While he even baptized his own life is strenuous, he said,
GVSU.This job
adding that he and his wife
serving on the SWAT team grandson.
is fantastic, the
‘Terrorism drove me to totaled up their time spent
in Jackson, Mich., in the
students are
J970s, he became interest the ministry,” he said. “I away from each other since
unbelievable,
need contact with some Sept. 11, and they had been
ed in terrorism.
and teaching is
apart for two years over a
, Since then, White has thing positive.”
the best thing
However, White said span of 11 years.
written nine books on ter
White
said
he
hopes
to
he
greatly
enjoys
teaching
rorism and has had experi
for me."
ence with police and mili at GVSU, which he chose slow down with his work
tary agencies nationwide despite offers from other in the government, but that
as well as hundreds of state institutions. He said even could change if another ma
JONATHAN
and local agencies. He was prefers teaching over the jor terrorist attack happens.
WHITE
the advisor to the Turk- higher-paying administra He left GVSU to work for
PROFESSOR
. ish Nation, involved in the tive positions. When of the Department of Justice
police in Pakistan operated fered jobs such as provost, after Sept. 11, but returned
with the intelligence cen dean and even president, , jn 2005 and became the ex f//AW//////////zy,
ters of the FBI joint and White said his wife “very ecutive director of home
military police forces of the profoundly asked him if he land security at GVSU, he could bring all of his
wanted to live an adminis giving him the freedom to worldly experiences to the
Middle East and Europe.
A strong background in trative life after being given carry a full teaching load classroom.
“What I don’t plan
and still travel to give intel
history and religion prompt- the opportunity to teach.”
ligence briefings to the De on doing is retiring from
The answer was no.
. ed him to study the connec
GVSU,” he said. “This job
“It was the best voca partment of Justice.
tions between religion and
“I had to come back be is fantastic, the students are
terrorism, and he taught a tional decision of my life,”
unbelievable, and teaching
class on religion and terror he said, despite his vast ex cause I missed it,” he said.
He said he was excit is the best thing for me.” *
periences in the world of
ism in the seminary.
egarlick@ lanthorn .com
ed to come back because
He was fully ordained in counter-terrorism.
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Check up: Amy Newenhouse, an employee at Health and

Wellness Center, takes GVSU a patient's blood pressure.

'Healthy Choices'
gives faculty, staff
motivation to get fit
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER

With health risks riding on every consumed French fry and
slab of meat, many Americans look to minimize potential health
problems by eating healthier, exercising more and making a con
scious effort to care for their bodies.
Some organizations even offer incentives to encourage
healthy Irving.
-+•**■*
The Grand Valley State University Health and Wellness Cen
ter announced that the university will give a $200 deposit initia
tive for faculty and staff members who participate in Healthy
Choices, a Health and Well
ness program that encourag
es healthy lifestyles through
programming and events.
"Knowing your
One particular program
own health can
offered is Know Your Num
only make you
bers, a clinical health risk as
more wellsessment program.
rounded as
Know Your Numbers al
an
individual
lows GVSU faculty and staff
and
more
members to have all aspects
productive in
of their health tested. On-site
nurses take blood samples
the workplace."
to conduct 30 to 40 tests, in
cluding high Wood pressure
and high cholesterol.
TOM OWENS
Director of Student Infor
PARTICIPANT
mation and Services Center
Tom Owens started partici
pating in Know Your Num
bers in 2010, and he said his
health results have been well
and in the normal range ever
since.
“Knowing your own health can only make you more well
rounded as an individual and more productive in the workplace,”
he said, adding that he and his co-workers participate in the pro
gram together so they can encourage each other and promote
healthier choices. “Because we do it here, it can only promote
better health for all who participate.”
In order to receive the initiative, staff members must com
plete the blood draw and the health risk assessment online be
tween March 2 and 23. GVSU employees must also track their
wellness activities online.
Lindsey DesArmo, GVSU health and wellness coordinator,
said the annual program started in 2008 because wellness is a
primary focus at GVSU.
“The benefit has been stimulating conversations with health
care professionals,” DesArmo said.
According to the Health and Wellness department, about 25
percent of faculty and staff members participated in the health
assessment last year.
The participants were given an overall health score based on
the Wood tests and a questionnaire they filled out. All results and
scores are kept confidential.
Owens said the program helps improve staff members’ per
sonal and professional health.
“With a healthy body and mind we can have healthy relation
ships on campus with students and co-workers,” DesArmo said.
Owens said just knowing his wellness information helps him
realize he is doing the right thing with his health. He added that
having the program at GVSU makes him feel even more valued
by his employer.
“It is really comforting in that we can do it right here,” he
said.
All GVSU benefit-eligiWe employees and their spouses can
participate in the health program, which is managed through GVSU’s insurance provider UMR. The program lasts from March 2
to 23, with assessments running on March 12 through 16.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/healthwellness,
sbelcher® lanthorn com
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Six runners receive
All-Academic honors
The Grand Valley State
University women's cross
country and track and field
teams had six athletes
named to United StatesTrack
and Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association All-Aca
demic team.
Senior Julia Nowak, ju
nior Monica Kinney and
freshman Callie Clark were
all tabbed as All-Academic
honorees after helping the
Lakers earn a third place
finish at the NCAA Division
II Cross Country Champion
ship.
Nowak and Kinney are
pursing nursing careers
while Clark is studying bio
medical science.
Additionally, junior Karie McDonald and freshmen
Jordan Chester and Rachel
Clark also received All-Aca
demic accolades after plac
ing in top 25 in the Midwest
Regional Championship.
The trio is studying clini
cal lab science, art and de
sign and biomedical science,
respectively.
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M. cross country is
All-Academic team
The Grand Valley State
men's cross country team
has been tabbed as an AllAcademic team by the Unit
ed StatesTrack and Field and
Cross Country Coaches As
sociation.
The Lakers, who finished
third at the 2011 NCAA Divi
sion II Cross Country Cham
pionship, have a cumulative
3.13 GPA.
During the 2011 season
GVSU had four runners fin
ish in top five at the Midwest
Regional
Championship,
which propelled the Lakers
to their 10thstraight regional
title.
GVSU also won its 10th
straight GLIAC Champion
ship in 2011.
Individually, senior An
thony Witt had a standout
season for the Lakers, and
after being named the GLI
AC Runner of the Year, he
went on to finish first at the
Midwest Regional Champi
onship.

h
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No. V. Junior thrower

-vT~r« F.*mf

GVL/ ftab*rt Mathew*

Lockhart (pictured) is one of seven woman throwers on
i, and *s ranked No. 1 in the nation for weight throw.

Graney claims GLIAC
Athlete of the Week
After a strong showing at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity's Big Meet on Friday, se
nior Betsy Graney has been
named GLIAC Women's
Indoor Track Athlete of the
Week.
Running a leg on GVSU's
distance medley relay team,
Graney helped in time of
11 minutes, 39.27 seconds,
which currently stands as the
third best qualifying time in
Division II. On top of her suc
cess in the relay, the gradu
ate student won the mile
run, coming in a 4:4^.74.

GVSU

SCHEDULE
W. BASKETBALL
Thursday at Findlay,

6 p.m.
Saturday vs. Wayne State,

1 p.m.

M.BASKETBALL
Thursday vs. Findlay,

8 p.m.
Saturday vs. Wayne State,

3 p.m.

M TRACK AND
FIELD
Friday at GVSU Tune-Up,

3 p.m.

W. TRACK AND
FIELD
Friday at GVSUTune-Up,

3 p.m.

M. TENNIS
Friday at Grand Rapids City
Tournament, 4 p.m.
Saturday at Grand Rapids
City Tournament, 10 a.m.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

M .

he throws crewrc a group that might get overlooked when it comes
to Grand Valley State University men’s and women’s track and
field, but their accomplishments this season are far too great and
us for anyone to bypass.
keep riding the wave,” said GVSU men’s and women’s
ifcdjes. “Every week it seems like someone else is step^
ping up and aomg something really positive.”
The women’s side
comprised of senior Lauren Buresh, juniors
Katelyn Fox, Sam Lockhart, liz Murphy and Jamie Smith, sophomore
Alyssa Zokoe and freshman Laura Schroeder.
Lockhart and Murphy have climbed to No. 1 and 3 on the national list
for the weight throw, respectively.
"It started in fall conditioning.” Lockhart said. “Everyone worked
hard to get in shape. A lot of what we do deals with getting stronger arid
doing little things outside of practice to become better, even drills.”
Meanwhile, the men’s squad features seniors Daniel Vanek and Matt
Armstrong, juniors Andrew Gorley and Donny Stiffler, sophomore
Nathan Dekam, freshmen Jay Lechner and Blake Donson and redshirt
freshman Lee VanKampen.
Snfner, ranked No. 9 in the shot put, looks to Vanek, the reigning Dision II Nation# Champion in the same event, to continue to improve'.
“We don’t just have a good shot putter or a good weight thrower1,”
We have multiple, so even in practice you are throwing
against some of the best competition in Division II. The strength of the
GLIAC and throws is amazing. Every single track meet we go to seems
like a national competition for us.”
Aixl while these are the athletes who have had great success, they
are led by first-year GVSU men’s and women’s assistant coach, Blaine
Maag, #so the head throws coach.
“I took over for Cory Young who is now at the University erf Keritucky ”Maag said. “I came in with a different scheme than what they
were used to and they seem to have handled it pretty well so far.”
In his five seasons at GVSU, Young’s throwers made a splash on the
national scene, totaling 33 All-America honors and four national cham
pions. With his program, Maag hopes to build on the deep-rooted Laker
tradition that Young left behind.
“I have a little different philosophy when it comes to the weight
room,” Maag said. “I trained at Ashland University in Ohio for five years
with four-time Olympian Jud Logan. He got me familiar with how to
make an athlete more than an athlete.”
Although a new program, the goal of making it to the national meet
remains the same. With the possibility of eight total athletes from the
throws squad qualifying for a trip to Minnesota for the Indoor Track and
Reid National Champioaships on March 9 and 10, the focus is on im
proving from week-to-week.
“We are not trying to break any records. We are nor tryjng to be No.
1 in the nation, but we are,” Maag said. “They are fortunate enough be
cause they have put so much time and effort into it and it makes it a lot
easier for them in the long run. We like to make a step each week closer
to our main goal .”
zsepanik @ lanthorn com
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Club hockey programs demonstrate GV unity
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER

As the Grand Valley
State University Division
II and Division 111 hockey
club teams enter the final
month of their season, the
Lakers continue to aid each
other in unified attempts to
bring victory to GVSU.
The Division III team
(10-11 this season) was
formed four years ago as a
sort of feeder program for
the Division II team (26-5I this season). The Division
III team also gives new tal
ent a chance to improve be
fore joining the big leagues
in Division II.
“We get a lot of very tal
ented players coming out of
high school, but there is not
enough room on the Divi
sion II team,” said Division
II head coach Mike Forbes.
“We can’t take everybody,
so we cut them and when
room opens up on our roster
and their abilities improve
by playing for Dili for a
year or two, we try to move
them up as space is avail
able.”
This year, the Division
. II Lakers have recruited a
defender, sophomore Josh
Light, and a goaltender, ju
nior Scott Tiefenthal, from
the Division III squad.

“Transitioning to D-II
was definitely a positive
thing,”Tiefenthal said. “The
guys really make you feel
welcome. There aren’t any
crossovers on the ice, but I
knew more than half of the
team before I made the tran
sition, we all hang out on the
weekends. D-II is definitely
a lot faster, the level of play
is a lot higher.”
While Division II feels
the benefit of additional
players, the Division III
Lakers welcome the chance
to engage in a higher level
of competition and partici
pate in Nationals.
“My teams are always
much younger, this year I
think we had 15 freshmen.”
said Division III coach Todd
Charlesworth. “Partnering
with D-II is a great opportu
nity for the kids to play at a
higher level. We piggy-back
off of them, and when they
won at nationals last year,
we had several kids that
were able to do that with
them. They make our pro
gram look stronger."
One of the biggest prob
lems that the teams face is a
lack of retention and the ef
fect of this has taken its toll,
particularly on the Division
III team.
“A lack of retention cre
ates challenges for both

Buy, Sell and Promote!

GVL / Eric Coulter

United: Members of the Grand Valley State University Men's Hockey team wait on the bench.

teams.” Forbes said. “If you
don’t have returning play
ers, you don’t have players
improving and you have a
larger influx of freshman.
Maybe you have to rely on
lower quality players in that
situation, as opposed to de
veloping them over three to
four years. You lose out on
opportunities that way, and
hopefully we’ll see those
trends not continue.”
The Division II Lakers
will face off against Ferris
State University this Friday
before taking a brief break
in anticipation of host
ing the Greater Midwest
Hockey League (GMHL)

Tournament during the first ////////////////////,
weekend of March.
^
$
Coming off a 4-2 loss to
“A lack of
Hope College, the team is
retention
looking to fix their mistakes
creates
and prepare for the remain
challenges for
der of their season.
both teams.
“It was a mental break
If you don't
down, as opposed to physi
cal,” Forbes said. “We’re
have returning
going to remind the guys
layers,
that they have to work hard
you don't
and show up and be ready
have players
to play. Hopefully we can
improving..."
put ourselves in a position
where we can be competi
tive once we go to the na
MIKE FORBES
tional tournament.”
HEAD COACH
jvanzytveld@lanthorn.com
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Team raises $2K for Gilda's Club

nd VulUy »***
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Think pink:The GVSU women's golf team presents the $2,000 they raised at a home tournament to help support Gilda's Club, an organization dedicated to supporting those battling cancer.
0Y STEPHANIE DEIBLE
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

t their annual Fall Classic,
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity women’s golf team
usually distributes tee gifts
teams participating, but this sea
son the Lakers wanted to use their
home tournament as an opportu
nity to raise money to help support
cancer patients.
“Instead of giving tee gifts,
which is something normally each
team gets from the hosts of a tour
nament, we decided to take that
money and donate it to the Gilda’s
Club,” senior Sarah Hoffman said.
With a goal of raising money
for cancer support and awareness

A

in mind, the Lakers designated
their home tournament in October
as a “Think Pink” Event.
GVSU raised $2,000 through
out its Fall Classic to benefit the
Gilda’s Club of Grand Rapids, a
tolocal
the organization that provides
support to those battling cancer.
Aside from not purchasing tee
gifts, the Lakers raised money
through entry fees and received
donations from Michigan Turkey
Producers, Eggland’s Best Eggs,
Forest Hills Foods and Heeren
Brothers Produce.
The Lakers presented their dona
tion to the Gilda’s Club on Feb. 4.
The idea for the charity event was
sparked after several Lakers compet
ed in tournaments benefiting cancer.

.“We’ve played in a lot of
‘Think Pink’ tournaments, so we
wanted to make our own tourna
ment,” said junior Ashley Beard.
“Cancer affects a lot us and a lot of
the team, so we all kind of agreed
we wanted to keep (the donations)
local.”
The team saw “Think Pink” as
a chance to give back to people in
the community who are fighting
against or have been affected by
cancer.
Hoffman said the team realized
that giving away towels or hats as
tee gifts was not really going to
change the lives of their competi
tors. However, the services Gilda’s
Club provides patients battling
cancer^can be life changing.

After presenting the money to
the Gilda’s Club and taking a tour
of the organization, a few Lakers
have a desire to return to serve as
volunteers in the future.
“A lot of the girls on the team
are going into fields where they
want to serve people,” said Hoff
man, who is studying nursing.
“They offered opportunities to
volunteer there, and I know a lot
of the girls, including myself, want
to volunteer with them in the fu
ture. “
For GVSU head coach Rebec
ca Mailloux, events such as the
“Think Pink” Tournament play an
important role in helping studentathletes maintain the balance of
life on and off the golf course.

“There is a bigger picture out
there,” she said. “It’s not just about
playing collegiate golf or going to
class every day ... It just shows
them the appreciation people have
for their donation or community
service.”
After raising $2,000, an amount
that exceeded Mailloux’s expecta
tions, the Lakers are hoping to
continue to raise awareness and
support for the fight against can
cer.
“All of us really liked the
event,” Beard said. “I think we
definitely want to make it a tradi
tion to make our fall event a Think
Pink Tournament.”
assistantsports @ lanthorn .coni

AD Selgo primed to be. NACDA president in 2015
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

Sixteen years after taking over
as the athletic director at Grand
Valley State University, Tim Selgo
ii getting a promotion.
That promotion isn’t taking
place at GVSU though, but within
the National Association of Col
legiate Directors of Athletics. An
nounced during the organization’s
mid-winter meetings,, Selgo will
become thie organizations third
vice president.
“I’m very honored and very
humbled,” said Selgo, who gradu
ated from the University of Toledo
in 1980. “I was asked to be on the
executive committee about a halfdozen years ago and so I did serve
a term on the executive committee,
and have since served on some of
the smaller, individual commit
tees.”
Selgo’s
involvement
with
NACDA has stemmed from the
success experienced by GVSU’s
athletic program under his watch.

Along with eight-consecutive
Learfield Sports Directors’ Cups,
the athletics program has won 13
of 18 Presidents’ Cups as the top
program in the GLIAC.
“I think my involvement there
in planning for our organization
has gotten me to this point where
I think they felt like I’ve been
very involved in and supportiye
of NACDA,” Selgo said. “With
the success of the programs here, I
think they felt I’d be a good repre
sentative for them.”
While he will take over as third
vice president after the 2012 con
vention in June, his path won’t end
there. He will still maintain his
position as athletic director here at
GVSU, but ^fter a year in his cur
rent position, Selgo will move on
to second and first vice president
positions before taking over as
NACDA president in 2015-2016.
“It’ll be great for Division II,
great for GVSU because it kind of
celebrates him as a leader, not only
for the great leader he’s been for
us, but for being seen as a leader

all along the country,” said Keri
Becker, GVSU associate athletic
director. “With the Division II
philosophy we have, he can take
some of that philosophy and try
to spread it among our Division,!^
colleagues.”
That philosophy is something
that is a rarity in the NACDA. Sel
go will be the first non-Division
I athletic director to eventually
be the president since Colby Col
lege’s Bill Rohr in 1975-76.
“I think it’s a great honor that
they recognize his ability and what
he can bring to the table at that
level in terms of experience and
knowledge of college athletics,”
Becker said. “It’s not something
that Division II athletic directors
GVL / Eric Courier
have been a part of, it’s a testament Promoted: Athletic DirectorTim Selgo (pictured) was named third NACDA VR
to his knowledge base that he’s
NACDA convention in June.
ganization is so that we can all im
gained over the last decade.”
“Hopefully I can bring some prove as professionals, so hopeful
Selgo is excited to begin the op
portunity and with experience as good experience to. the table for ly I can provide some leadership in
an officer, which entailed working our professional organization,” that area to help the folks that are
with the executive committee — a said Selgo, who coached Toledo’s in collegiate athletic administra
larger body — along with plan women’s basketball team from tion develop.”
1985-88. “The essence of the or
ning for and structuring the annual
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Freshman makes impact on GV tennis program
the summer,” she said. “I
worked a lot on my train
ing and fitness during fall
or most incoming semester. The biggest thing
freshman athletes, is playing with other all the
there is an adjust girls on the team. They’re so
ment period that good and it’s nice to hit with
the other players on a day to
takes place to acquaint
themselves to the speed and day basis.”
For Dancz, success has
talent seen at the collegiate
level. One look at Leah followed her wherever she
Dancz’s tennis record would went. She earned All-State
honors for four years at
prove otherwise.
Dancz is undefeated on Hudsonville High School,
the tennis courts in her young including two quarterfinal
career at Grand Valley State finishes at the Michigan
and her skills are already State Finals. When it came
being recognized by others. time to choose her college,
Dancz is ranked No. 19 in GVSU was the perfect fit.
“I decided to go to GVSU
the International Tennis As
sociation Midwest Singles late in my junior year,” she
rankings. But for Dancz, be said. “I decided to attend
ing undefeated, ranked and GVSU because they have an
playing third in the lineup amazing Division II athlet
was not something she even ics reputation, and I loved
the girls on the team, and
thought of.
“I didn’t expect to be knew the coach my whole
playing three,” she said. “I life.”
Head coach John Black
figured I’d be playing at the
end of lineup, and I was not saw the potential in Dancz
even sure I’d be in doubles. when he was recruiting her,
It’s just awesome, I am re and knew she would fit in
ally happy and I owe a lot perfectly at G.VSU.
“She has a very tennisof success to my teammates
and everybody motivating strong tennis game,” he said.
“When talking with her par
me.”
Dancz picked up the game ents, it seemed like GVSU
of tennis from her Mom, be was a great fit for her.”
Black has enjoyed coach
gan playing tennis at the age
of three and started playing ing Dancz so far this season,
in competitive tournaments and his recruitment of Dancz
when she was 11. Now, she has paid off for the Lakers.
“It’s great to coach
credits her success to her
training and practicing with Leah,” he said. “She works
very hard and is a very tal
the other girls on the team.
‘‘I played a lot over ented tennis player. She gets
BY BRYCE DEROUIN

GVL STAFF WRITER

F

Courtesy Photo / Leah Dancz

Making a racket: Grand Valley State University freshman Leah Dancz takes to the court during a

previous match. Dancz has been play tennis since age 3, and competing since she was 11.

------------------------------------------

ROWING

Ini

’

DANCZ

along great with all the other
players on the team. It’s a
pleasure working with her.”
Dancz has not only earned
the respect of her coach, but
her teammates as well.
“She’s a great teammate
and she is always fun to be
around,” said senior Alyssa
Lucas. “She is always in a
good mood, and works hard
at practice. She is always
giving 100 percent during
her matches.”
Black knows that Dancz
will be one of many key fac-,
tors for Lakers success as
they continue their season. .
“Hopefully she will keep
on improving,” he said. “We
have some tough matches
coming up, and we will
need everyone on the team
to contribute and be a part of
it. We hope she will continue
to play great tennis and be a
great member of the team.”
bderouin @ lanthorn .com
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After a harsh winter of
training, the Grand Valley
State University rowing
club will be sending their
elite rowers to compete
against some of the best
rowers in the world this
weekend in Boston for Sun
day’s Charles River All Star
Has-Beens Spring World In
door Championships.
In preparation for the the
largest international indoor
competition in the U.S., the
“Laker Navy” has spent the
last four months to physical
ly and mentally prepare for
the upcoming outdoor sea
son. They have practiced up
to six days a week indoors
at the The Rowing Training
Center on indoor rowing
ergometers, machines that
help simulate the motion of
rowing technique while also
building up stamina.
“It has been pure high in- •
tensity, high volume,” said
junior Ryan Kasley. “It can
be exhausting, but it’s trips
like these that make it all
worth it. We are getting a
chance to prove ourselves
on the international level,
which makes all of the hard
work worth it.”
After several weeks of
winter training, head coach
John Bancheri and his assis
tant coaches choose six of
the best rowers to compete
at the C.R.A.S.H.-B’s this
weekend. On the women’s
side top female junior Car
ey Mankins, junior Jessica
Vogl and top freshman Kaitlyn VanBoven will represent
the women. While Kasley,
junior Dominic KootsillasConybeare and top novice
rower Nate Biolchini will
compete for the men.
As for the competition,
the six Lakers will compete
in their respected categories
in top of class, open weight
and top freshman. The Lak
ers are expected to place in
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Rowing machines : Last year's CRASH-B competitors from

GVSU's rowing team stand outside of Boston University.

the top 12 with the times
they entered.
“If we want to be suc
cessful we have to train as
hard as our competitor to
own the dream,” Bancheri
said. “We have to earn our
success and I believe we are
prepared for this level of
competition. Winter train
ing is the survival of the fit
test or as we know it, ‘boat
house Darwinism.’ It’s one
of the reasons we are so suc
cessful.”
The competition will be
set up in an arena, differing
from the usual rowing on
water. The athletes will also
be rowing on Concept2 row
machines that provide all
time and pull information
right in front of them the en
tire 2,000 meters.
“During the fall we do a
lot of work on the water and
on the rowing machines,”
Vogl said. “It puts it in front
of your face how hard your
actually pulling so you
know how hard your going
which helps you not slack

Photosto

off. It really makes you push
yourself.”
This year Bancheri and
the rest of the team at Grand
Valley will be cheering
on their teammates while
watching the completion on
simulcast and competing in
their own C.R.A.S.H.-“G”.
While the six rowers com
pete 969 miles away, their
teammates will be pulling
with them every step of the
way.
“This weekend our mot
to is ‘we got your back,”’
Bancheri said. “Our kids
will be racing here at the
same time the other race in
Boston. The ‘Laker Navy’ is
pulling our teammate liter
ally. We have learned how
to work hard and that has
resulted in our improvement
as a team.”
The Lakers will be “pull
ing for their lives” during
C.R A.S.H.-B Sprints which
are being held this Sunday
at Boston University’s Agganis Arena.
mhuhn ® lanthorn .com
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Make 'em laugh: Dean Obeidallah (pictured), comedian, writer and social commentator, will come to GVSU on Feb. 22 at 7:30 p.m. at Cook-DeWitt as a part of GVSU's "Migrations of Islam" program.
BY CHRIS LAFOY
GVL STAFF WRITER

hile discussions of religious topics
and stereotypes are typically seri
ous, Grand Valley State Universi
ty’s “Migrations of Islam” program
a comedic guest speaker to lighten the mood.
Dean Obeidallah.a writer, social commen
tator and comedian, is bringing his unique
blend of comedy to GVSU on Wednesday.
Obeidallah has always been funny. As a
young lawyer in New Jersey, a friend sug
gested entering a comedy contest searching
for the funniest lawyer in the state. Obeidal
lah took the stage that night armed with a
viewpoint few stand-up comedians have, a
Muslim-Arab cultural background.
Obeidallah decided he was unsatisfied
with his law career and needed to find some
thing more creative. He joined the NBC pre
program and then got a job in the law offices
for Saturday Night Live.
“I realized that in comedy I could bring up
political and social subjects,” Obeidallah said.
“These were things I couldn’t do in law.”
In 2005, Obeidallah received the first an
nual “Spirit of Bill Hicks” award by the New
York Underground Comedy Festival, an
award that celebrates the brand of thought

W

Moments before his interview with the Obeidallah said. “It has been truly eye-openprovoking comedy that the always unapolo^ »♦
Lanthorn, Obeidallah appeared on CNN sup •mg.
getic late Bill Hicks spread.
Obeidallah said he prefers shows on col
“I admired Bill Hicks for a long time,” porting his fanatical dislike for the holiday
lege campuses like the up
Obeidallah said. “He didn’t care if you Valentine’s Day.
coming GVSU event.
“I do some writing for
laughed or not, he had a message and he told
“The typical com
CNN.com so they like to y,
it.”
edy club audience doesn’t
comedy shares the political bring me on and talk about
will Obeidallah’s
host
"The typical
want to hear about po
and social themes with Hicks, but Obeidal what I wrote,” Obeidallah
comedy
club
litical and social issues,”
lah is far less abrasive. Obeidallah joked that said.
audience doesn't
Obeidallah said. “College
he sometimes wishes he could be more like
Obeidallah’s writings
want to hear about
kids are great. They need
Hicks but he has too strong of a desire for have a broad base of top
political and social
a break from studying but
ics ranging from Stephen
people to like him.
they are still engaged.”
issues. College
“There’s a great deal of excitement over Colbert to Mormonism.
Obeidallah will be per
bringing Dean Obeidallah to Grand Valley,” He also contributes writing
kids are great.
forming at 7:30 p.m. on
said Brian Bowe, visiting communications to the Huffington Post.
They need a break
Feb. 22 at Cook-DeWitt
Obeidallah’s
newest
professor at GVSU. “He does such a great .
from studying but
Hall.
The show is open to
job of using humor to promote peace, toler- 1 project is a documen
are still engaged."
the public and free. This
ance and understanding, in part by showing tary titled “The Muslims
event is a part of the “Mi
how absurd some common stereotypes about are Coming.” This film
DEAN OBEIDALLAH
grations of Islam” pro
documents a group of
Arabs and Muslims are.”
COMEDIAN
gram.
co
, 'A typical routine for Obeidallah will touch Muslim-American
“One of the main goals
on many subjects ranging from the political medians performing free
of the Migrations project
to the silly. His material is not solely focused comedy shows through
was to allow a diversity
on Arab-Muslim issues, but that is a prevail out the southern U.S. The
of Muslim-Americans a
film also has interviews
ing theme.
“I, as do all comedians, do jokes that break from some of the biggest names in comedy space to communicate outside the typical me
down stereotypes instead of furthering them,” including Lewis Black, David Cross and Jon dia discourse of conflict,” Bowe said. “I think
the project has been a great success so far.”
Obeidallah said. “I feel I have a responsibil Stewart.
ity as a part of a community to make them
“This has been one of the most exciting
clafoy@ lanthorn .com
projects I have ever been involved with,”
proud.”

:

Classics prof leads
national program

Mobile app makes
finding GV art easy
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL A&E EDITOR

After 150 downloads,
more than 500 visits and
more than 2,800 page views,
it is safe to say the new Art at
GVSU mobile app is a suc
cess. The free mobile iPhone
app provides access to more
than IOjOOO pieces of art in
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s collection.
The Art at GVSU app project has been a Collaboration
between the GVSU Art Gal
lery, the School of Comput
ing and Information Systems
and Collective Access, a col
lection management software
system that is widely adopted
by galleries world wide.
Nathan Kelmer, who
works for the art gallery,
came to GVSU in 2008. He
said he knew right away that
the school needed to increase
accessibility to the univer
sity’s art collection.
“Thus I implemented the
art online collection,” Kelmer
said. “This online collection
serves as the base from which
everything else could be cre
ated from. After that, it was
really a group effort that led
to the idea of an art app.”
He said they wanted to
better engage the community.
“It became clear that we
needed to take advantage of
the mobile opportunities,”
Kelmer said.
The app was built by stu
dents in the Mobile Appli

cations and Services Lab in
GVSU’s School of Comput
ing and Information Systems
under the direction of associ
ate professor Jonathan Engelsma. The app is the sixth
product developed in the lab.
Andres Solano, a graduate
student from Colombia, built
the majority of the app. as his
master’s project.
“The primary purpose of
the app is to raise visibility
and appreciation for the won
derful art collection we have
here at GVSU by giving the
community more ways to
discover and interact with the
collection,” Engelsma said.
“The current version of the
application supports a series
of indoor and outdoor virtual
art tours and various ways to
browse and search the collec
tion.”
The app includes art tours
of the Allendale and Pew
campuses. Users can also
browse or search art col
lections on any of the five
campuses, including Hol
land, Muskegon and Traverse
City. The browse feature on
the larger Pew and Allendale
Campuses provides buildin g-bybuiltfang access. The
search function allows users
to enter the artist by name
or the ID number of any art
work.
“Our hope for the app is to
use it to encourage apprecia
tion and understanding of art
and its role in society through
direct engagement with origi

v

BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL / Robert Mathews

Art at hand:The Art at GVSU app (pictured), available on

iTunes, showcases art on the Allendale and Pew campuses.

nal works of art. which is part
of our department’s mission
statement.” Kelmer said.
“I think this project will be
successful because we are
harnessing a growing tech
nological resource. We are
building this app as flexible
and forward-thinking as pos
sible, knowing that technol
ogy can change fast. All of
the information we creating
sits in one place and can be
pulled out through many dif
ferent windows.
The app also allows users
to share favorite works and
also share links to them via
Face book, Twitter and other
social media sites.
‘This app will allow for

both direct and indirect learn
ing styles,” Kelmer said. “We
want people to use the app in
whichever way they want.
By making the art collection
more accessible and engag
ing, we hope it will be easier
and more efficient for our
community at GVSU to uti
lize it.”
The app currently is avail
able for the iPhone. iPad and
the iPod Touch. Currently,
designers are working on cre
ating an Android version and
hope to have it available in
May of this year.
Art at GVSU is available
in the iTunes store.
arts® lanthorn com

Grand Valley Classics Department professor and co-founder
Diane Rayor was selected to lead a series of events at the Grand
Rapids Public Library, including a lecture on Feb. 22 at 7 p.m.
The “Ancient Greeks/Modem Lives: Poetry-Drama-Di
alogue” program is funded by the National Endowment for
Humanities and brings awareness of ancient Greek poetry and
drama to 100 communities across the U.S.
“I wanted Grand Rapids to be on the map, in terms of this
project,” Rayor said. “1 really believe in the outreach of this.
It’s introducing the ideas presented in Greek literature, in my
thology, in drama, to a boarder audience.”
Rayor will lead a reading group Wednesday’s in March
that is open to all Grand Rapids community members, but said
spots are filling quickly. Although the reading group’s target
audience is “adults in the urban community” who have never
studied Ancient Greek literature before, GVSU students are
welcome to attend.
A reading discussion on April 18 at 6:30 p.m. also features
a staged-reading performance by professional actors from the
Aquila Theatre and is a rare experience that students should
take advantage of, Rayor said.
“Even those this isn’t a full-blown play, it’s just staged read
ings, you’re going to have some of the premier interpreters in
ancient literature coming to Grand Rapids to share that mate
rial,” said Charles Pazdemik, chair of GVSU’s classics depart
ment.
Pazdemik said Rayor is a perfect fit for this position because
of her work translating Greek dramas, which is what the pro
gram focuses on.
‘Translation is all about taking something that’s inacces
sible and making it accessible,” Pazdemik said. “And so the
idea behind this project, which is to take these plays and this
literature available not only in the academic environment and
the university, but also to the community at large, is itself a kind
of translation.”
For more information about what “Ancient Greeks/Modem
Lives: Poetry-Drama-Dialogue” is doing in Grand Rapids and
around the country, visit their website at wwwancientgreeksmodemlives.org or the library’s website www.grpl.org.
sallen ® lanthorn com
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Announcements
GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce
energy, natural gas and wa
ter costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!
Stop by the Winter 2012 Ca
reer Fair on Thursday, Feb
23.
Located in the DeVos Place
Convention Center from
1-5p.m. Visit
www.gvsu.edu/careerfairs
for more information.

Roommates
2 bedroom available for sub
lease! Looking for a beeter
place to live for 2012-13
school year? What bet ter
place than 48 West. 2 rooms
available 4 bedroom townhouse. If interested call
231-250-0643
Female roommate needed at
48 West for 2012-2013
school year. Rent is
$445/month! 2nd floor apt.
style A. Three female room
mates who are awesome!
Utilities shared, fully fur
nished,
Internet/cable,
washer/dryer included.
Call/ext 248-921-0946.
Look for 2 female roommates
for 48 West 3rd floor unfur
nished apartment close to
the bus stop and guest park
ing lot. Rent $435/month if
you sign soon you will eligi
ble for free car ports. Contact
us
at
Lauren
bertil@mail.gvsu.edu or Camryn bemierc@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a subleaser in 48
West beginning g Fall 2012!
Apartment style, furnished, 4
bedroom/4 bathrooms. Rent
$450/month! Three clean and
responsible roommates! For
more info contact Paige halk-

erp^iaitfty&u-edu
plena nierri *>ril i<

Roommate wanted! 4 bed
room/4.5 bathroom Townhouse at Cooper Beech.
Rent $375/month and no un
necessary fees. Lease is
from May 2012 to May 2013.
Text/call 810-347-9555 if in
terested_________________

Did you know it would be
cheaper for you to sign with
a subleaser vs. the 48 Wet
leasing office? 2 subleasers
needed for next year and Bonus-the other tow rooms are
available too. If interested
bemhaia@mail.gvsu.edu.

Subleaser needed! May-July
2012. 4 bed townhome. Rent
$430/month. Guest parking
pas and residential parking
pass free. Extra room avail
able. Contact Stephanie at
ewings@mail.gvsu.edu.

Internships

Services
Legal help for college stu
dents. We represent students
with MIP and all other
charges. Renovo Law, PLLC.
(616) 209-8770

Employment
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas: Front desk,
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dis
counted
meals.
(906)-847-7196 www.theislandhouse.com

Lake Shore Habitat for Hu
manity
Job Title: Fund Development
Intern &
Marketing & Special Events
Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15560450 &
15560449
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Tenon Limited
Job Title: Business Intelli
gence Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15552601
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
GRTV
Job Title: WYCE Music Di
rector Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15553785
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Boltwood
Apartments,
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed
rooms, & a Bus Stop. Leases
start at $395.00 per month.
Call today to schedule a tour.
616-895-5875.
www boltwoodgvsu. com
Campus View, live close to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses
available,
Leases start at $285.00 per
month.
Call
Today!
616-895-6678 or visit
www.campusviewhousing.co

Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Michigan Paving and Materi
als
Job Title: Summer Intern
Location: Various Locations,
Ml
Search Job ID: 15561413
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Ottawa Conservation District
Job Title: Conservation Intern
Location: Grand Haven, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15558785
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

«tki | #ltfc-SSl-3311

www.gvsu.edu/careerfairi

Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience
Needed. High income
potential. Training courses
available.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226

Sierra Club
Job Title: Sierra Club Beyond
Coal Intern
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15560502
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

The Campus Speciai, LLC
(Sales Division)
Job
Title:
Account
Executive-Sales & Marketing
Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15559298
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

MIGHTYminis

Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The
prize awarded
is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Pierce Cedar Creek Institute
Job Title: Land Stewardship
Assistant
Location: Hastings, Ml
Salary: $9/hr.
Search Job ID: 15561439
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Housing
At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more! Call today for leasing
information 616-895-2400,
48west@48west.info,
www.48west.com

Miscellaneous

Seeking individuals who are
self-motivated and would like
to potentially graduate debt
free, while traveling the
world, jasonhorjus.windreamtrip.com to get started today.

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousin

GET YOUR

GVSU
NEWS
HERE

SalesPad
Job Title: Graphic Design In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $12/hr.
Search Job ID: 15560636
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

First Investors Corporation
Job Title: Human ResourcesRecruiting Internship
Location: South Field, Ml
Paid: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15541277
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjpbs/,,

http://www.lanthorn.com/

lakerJOM

ONLY $10 PER ISSUE
for more information
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By Samantha Weaver
• It was noted American wit and
columnist Franklin P. Adams who
made the following sage observa
tion: “Elections are won by men and
women chiefly because most people
vote against somebody rather than for
somebody.” It’s certainly something
to keep in mind during this strife-rid
den election season.
• Americans make more collect
phone calls on Father’s Day than on
any other day of the year.
• It was a German company, Intcrstuhl Manufactur, that made the
world’s most expensive office chair.
With a price tag of $65,500, you
shouldn’t be surprised that the chair
is plated in gold and comes with a
matching ottoman.
• Have you ever wondered where
we got the phrase “the dog days of
summer”? According to tradition, the
dog days start in July — and not just
because it’s usually pretty hot then. At
one time, that was when Sirius, also
known as the dog star, rose at sunrise.
The Romans associated Sirius (called
the dog star because it is the brightest
star in the constellation Canis Major,
or “large dog”) with hot weather, and
at the beginning of the dog days they
would sacrifice a dog in the hope of
ameliorating the sultry weather.
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

E I M T

I u T T I

I A W A H O D H A V T F E O

WD A N I L O R A C H T R O N
Kind the listed words in the diagram They run in all directions forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★

California
Florida
Hawaii
Louisiana

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Feature* Synd. Inc

Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
New York

North Carolina
Ohio
Texas
Utah

%mtfjorn

Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

2012 King Features Synd . Inc AM rights reserved

SCRAMBLERS

Unscramble tha latter* within each rectangle to form four ordinary word*. Than
rearrange tha boxed letter* to form tha myttery word, whkh will complete the gegl
Bicker

EAGUR

nrn

□_

Rule

REGVON
CMI

TIPOLE
Pretend

"First time all___________________

FINGE

I've seen who was carrying the ball."
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□

□
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□

□_

□
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NEVER GIVE UP
Singer finds success despite early obstacles
mate and friend Allison Sta
ley can attest.
"She sings all the time,”
uphoria member and Staley said. "And she’s re
Grand Valley State ally good at it. She would
University
senior practice every day. She’s
really passionate about Eu
Heather Palascek talks about
finding her voice, with or phoria.”
without instrumental ac
Staley sees Palascek as a
companiment, and music at consummate musician, and
she said Palascek has noth
GVSU.
Palascek tried and failed ing but respect for music.
“She realizes the impor
to join the a cappella group
Euphoria her freshman year, tance of being an artist and
but rather than giving up, the responsibility that goes
along with that,” Staley
she auditioned again.
“I really liked the vibe said.
and talent that I saw in the
Palascek’s appreciation
group, and when I gathered for her craft is obvious when
up my courage again the she’s heard describing her
next semester in sophomore work.
year, I came back much
“The challenge of a cap
stronger and made it into the pella is that you can’t de
group,” she said. ‘‘I’ve been pend on any other instru
in Euphoria for three years ment than your own voice
and I love it, so it goes to to determine the key and the
show you — don’t give up notes of the song,” Palascek
the first time someone tells said. “This requires an inter
you ‘no!’”
nal sense of applied music
Palascek started her sing theory, such as pitch and
ing career young and has not tempo. If you tune an ‘ex
slowed down.
ternal’ instrument correct
“I have been singing in ly, every key you press or
choir since first grade,” she string you pluck will always
said. “Any time before that deliver the exact same note,
was undocumented except over and over. A cappella is
probably by my poor moth a more personal instrument
er who couldn’t get me to be in the sense that you can’t
quiet ”
manipulate it externally, so
Palascek’s mother is not sometimes it takes a little
the only one who’s experi more concentration.”
Palascek said music is
enced her frequent singing.
Palascek’s former room what she likes best in the
BY CORY FINKBEINER
GVL STAFF WRITER

E

world, and after she gradu
ates with an advertising
and public relations degree
she plans to enroll in Grand
Rapids Community Col
lege’s two-year recording
arts degree program. She
will leave behind a school
where she’s found artistic
accomplishment, but she is
not without criticism for her
alma mater.
"GVSU is nothing in
comparison to the music
scene alive and healthy in
Kendall and GRCC,” she
said. "I think it’s because
the emphasis of this univer
sity is centered much more
around the health sciences
than the arts. If you look at
Padnos and then look at the
Performing Arts Center, it’s
easy to see who gets most
of the money. I- would like
to see GVSU’s music scene
grow, and would encourage
the university to support as
piring artists.”
In eighth grade, Palascek
placed third in a singing
contest and won $20. She
then became known to her
classmates as "the girl who
can sing good.”
“I had pretty low self
esteem in eighth grade, and
that was the first time I had
felt comfortable and suc
cessful sharing a talent,”
Palascek said. "It grew from
there.”
cfinkheiner@lanthorn .com

AA

GVL/Allison Young

Euphoric: GVSU senior, Heather Palascek (pictured), is a member of the GVSU a capella group
Euphoria. Despite being rejected from joining the competitive group in her freshman year, Palascek
has since found her niche and plans to enroll at GRCC next year for recording arts.

Sierra Club screens film to raise environmental awareness
BY BRIAN LEDTKE
GVL STAFF WRITER

The Sierra Club’s Michigan Chapter and
Grand Valley State University’s School of
Communications are joining forces tonight
to screen a film that they hope will educate a
whole new generation about environmental
issues and motivate students to join the fight
for a healthy environment.
“The Sierra Club has been consistently
on the front lines fighting for clean water
and air and protecting wilderness in Michi
gan,” said Gail Philbin, assistant director of
the Sierra Club Michigan Chapter. “It isn’t
afraid to fight for what’s right. Its members
are passionate, committed people from all
walks of life. It’s a great organization, and
I’m proud to work for it.”
The film, “Gasland”, is about “fracking,”
a method of extracting natural gas deep in
the earth that ends up polluting the water
and air.
"It’s a serious issue that everyone should
be concerned about, especially students, be
cause they will inherit this earth,” Philbin
said. “They are at a time in their lives when
they have the energy and idealism needed to
fight the good fight.”
The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 and
is one of the oldest and largest grassroots
environmental organizations in the country.

There are more than 1.3 million members
and supporters nationwide, all whom are
volunteers. The group seeks to protect eco
systems and natural resources for people to
be able to enjoy today and for future genera
tions.
“We’re the ones who rallied people back
in the ‘60s to protest and ultimately kill a
plan to flood the Grand Canyon,” Philbin
said. “We are also responsible in Michigan
for protecting what is now Sleeping Bear
National Lakeshore in the ‘70s.”
Gail’s husband John Philbin, assistant
professor of film and video at GVSU and co
ordinator for this event, said he discovered
the Sierra Club when he was living in Cali
fornia in the ‘80s, and that the club was full
of kindred spirits for the great outdoors.
"These days everyone spends a lot of time
on their computers and cell phones, but one
only needs to venture out into the wilder
ness to have a transformative experience,”
John said. John Philbin and John Schmit, a
professor in the school of communications
at GVSU, plan on taking students on a hik
ing trip this summer.
“The Sierra Club is a great organization
to point students in the right direction to
give the great outdoors a try,” Schimt said.
“Along the way, there will be opportunities
to learn about protecting the natural envi
ronment so we can enjoy it now and others

Courtesy Photo / Gail Philbin

Into the wild: Professor John Philbin hikes through Aman Park, located off of Lake Michigan Drive.

can enjoy it in the future.”
The 70-minute film will be followed by a
question and answer session. They will put
the issue of “fracking” in context and talk
about what the Sierra Club is doing to stop
it.
“Films have the power to reach large au
diences, educate people and create change,”
John said.
“The ‘60s and ‘70s were an exciting time

for the environment and we got a lot done,
but now we need another infusion of energy
and passion. It’s time to pass the torch to a
new generation,” Gail said.
"Gasland” will be screened tonight from
7 to 9 in Loosemore Auditorium on the Pew
Campus. For more information about the
Sierra Club and how you can get involved
visit www.michigan.sierraclub.org.
hiedike @ lanthorn .com
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